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BY
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A commutative ring R is called an AM-ring (for allgemeine multipli-

kationsring) if whenever A and B are ideals of R with A properly contained

in B, then there is an ideal C of R such that A = BC. An AM-ring R in which

RA = A for each ideal A of R is called a multiplication ring. Krull introduced

the notion of a multiplication ring in [11], [13]. Akizuki is responsible for

the more general concept of an AM-ring in [l], but Mori has developed

most of the structure theory for such rings in [14], [15], [16], [17], and

[18].
An important property of an AM-ring R is that R satisfies what Gilmer

called condition ( *) in [ 7 ] and [ 8 ] : A n ideal of R with prime radical is primary.

In §1, new results concerning rings in which (*) holds are given. These are

applied to obtain structure theorems for AM-rings in §2.

In [10, p. 737], Krull introduced the notion of the kernel of an ideal A

in a commutative ring R, which is defined thusly: if {P„} is the collection

of minimal prime ideals of A, then by an isolated primary component of A

belonging to Pa we mean the intersection Qa of all P„-primary ideals which

contain A. The kernel of A is the intersection of all QJs. Mori considered

rings in which every ideal is equal to its kernel in [16] and [17]. In § 1, it

is shown that a ring R satisfies (*) if and only if every ideal of R is equal to

its kernel.
In §2 of this paper, we consider rings R satisfying condition (F): // A

and P are ideals of R such that P is prime and A is properly contained in P,

there is an ideal B such that A = PB. Theorems 12 and 13 show that such a

ring is an AM-ring. This generalizes a result proved by Mott in [19] for

rings with unit. This theorem might be compared with the result of Cohen

[3, Theorem 2, p. 29], that a ring in which every prime ideal is finitely

generated is a Noetherian ring and to the theorem of Nakano in [20, p. 234]

which states that every nonzero ideal of an integral domain D with unit is

invertible provided every nonzero prime ideal of D is invertible. In addi-

tion, several new sets of necessary and sufficient conditions that a ring R

be an AM-ring are given in §2. An equally significant aspect of §2 in our

eyes is that in the process of proving Theorem 12, many of the known results

concerning AM-rings are proved in a way we feel is clearer and more straight-
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forward than proofs already in the literature. The remaining known struc-

ture theorems concerning AM-rings are then proved in Theorems 16-17 by

using the results leading up to the proof of Theorem 12.

1. Rings in which condition (*) holds. This section extends results of

Gilmer in [7] and [8] concerning rings in which every ideal with prime radi-

cal is primary, the so-called rings satisfying condition (*). Throughout this

paper we shall use extensively certain results of the papers just cited. For

sake of reference, we shall number these, but first we need two definitions.

Definitions. A ring R is called a primary ring if R contains at most two

prime ideals [ 5 ]. A primary domain is a primary ring without proper divisors

of zero. A ring S is called a u-ring if the only ideal A of S such that \/A = S

is S itself.

Theorem 1. A ring R satisfies (*) if and only if R is one of the following:

(a) a primary domain,

(b) a ring, every element of which is nilpotent,

(c) a zero-dimensional u-ring, or

(d) a one-dimensional u-ring in which each nonmaximal prime ideal P of

R has the property that if M is a maximal ideal such that P < M < R, and

if p E jP» then p E pM.

In Theorem 1, (d) is equivalent to

(d') R is a one-dimensional u-ring such that PM = (0) if P and M are

prime ideals of R with P < M < R. (If A and B are prime ideals of a ring

R with A C B, AB will denote the extension of the ideal A to the ring RB

[21, p. 218]), or

(d") R is a one-dimensional u-ring and if P is a nonmaximal prime ideal

of R, then y/A = P implies A = P.

The proof of Theorem 1 is in [ 7], as is the proof of

Theorem 2. Suppose R is a u-ring. Then

(a) R is idempotent and every proper ideal of R is contained in a proper

prime ideal.

(b) If M is a maximal ideal of R, M is prime and R/M is a field.

(c) // R is one-dimensional and an integral domain, R contains an identity.

Theorem 3, which follows, represents a broad generalization of Theorem

2(c). To prove Theorem 3 we need two lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let R be a commutative ring with identity and let P be a nonzero

proper prime ideal of R. If P, considered as a ring, is a u-ring and the set of

prime ideals not containing P is inductive, then P is comaximal with every

prime ideal not containing it, and RP is a field.

Proof. We suppose there is a prime ideal which does not contain P and
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which is not comaximal with P. By Zorn's lemma we may find a prime, P',

which is maximal with respect to these two properties. Since P + P' is

proper, we may find a prime Q D P + P', which is proper and minimal over

P + P'. Our constructions guarantee that Q is also minimal over P'. Now

in RQ, Pq (£ Pq so we choose II G Pq - P'q- Because QQ is a minimal prime

over P'q, P'q + (n) is Qç-primary.

We next note that PQ is also a u-ring, so that PQ = PQ[ P'q + (n) ] since

this latter ideal has radical Pq. Hence PqQP'q + (n). Thus PQ= Pq C

PqP'q+PqIICPq and Pe= PqP'q+ (n). Similarly, Pq= PqP'q+n2RQ.

Hence n = o- + n2X where oEPq P'q- Thus 11(1 - XII) G PqP'q C P'q- But

1 — All is a unit so n G P'q and we thus arrive at a contradiction. The rest

of the lemma is immediate.

Lemma 2. If R and P are as in Lemma 1 and, in addition, R/P satisfies the

descending chain condition on its prime ideals, then, for all n G P, n G nP.

Proof. We claim first that Pq = 0 for all prime ideals, Q, such that P CQ-

If not, by the chain condition, pick Q minimal with respect to the properties

that P CQ and PQ ̂  0. (Note that Lemma 1 implies Q > P.) Further PQ

= Pq so there is a n G Pq such that n ^ 0, PQ (£ 0: n. But Lemma 1, to-

gether with the choice of Q, guarantees that 0: n is Qç-primary. Hence Pq

C 0: n and we have a contradiction. In order to show that, for all n G P,

n G nP we note that the first portion of this proof shows that P 4- 0: IÏ = R.

Hence 1 = p + b where p £-P and b G 0: II. Thus n = np G nP.

Theorem 3(2). Let R be a u-ring in which the set of proper prime ideals

is inductive. Then for all n G R, n G UR. //, in addition, the zero ideal of R

is a finite product of prime ideals, then R has an identity element.

Proof. Let R* be a ring of characteristic 0 obtained by adjoining an

identity to R. Then R*/R ^ Z so that R is prime in R* and the descending

chain condition for prime ideals holds in R*/R. Further, if jP„} is a chain

of prime ideals of R* such that R C U P«, then |Pa n R \ is a chain of prime

ideals of R such that P= U(P„nP). By hypothesis R = P„ n R C P«

for some a then. Thus, the first statement holds in view of Lemma 2.

To prove the second statement, we note that if P is a prime ideal of R,

then R/P is a u-domain satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 3 and there-

fore contains an identity element. Our second statement then follows from

the following observation, which is easily established: if A,B are ideals of

a commutative ring S and if S/A and S/B are rings with identity, then

S/AB is a ring with identity.

We shall need to apply Theorem 3 in a very special case, namely when

( ) We are indebted to the referee for Theorem 3, which generalizes the following result,

sufficient for the application of this paper of ours: If R is a finite dimensional u-ring and
nefi, then nenfi.
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R is a u-ring of dimension one or zero. Our first use of Theorem 3 is in

proving

Theorem 4. Let R be a commutative ring. Then R satisfies (*) if and only

if every ideal of R is equal to its kernel.

Proof. Suppose every ideal of R is equal to its kernel. If A is an ideal

of R such that \/A = P is a prime ideal, then P is the unique minimal prime

ideal of A. Thus if Q is the isolated component of A belonging to P, then

the kernel of A is Q. Since A is equal to its kernel, A = Q and A is P-primary.

Suppose now that R satisfies (*). If R is a primary domain or a ring in

which every element of R is nilpotent, then every ideal of R is primary so

that every ideal of R is equal to its kernel. If R is a u-domain, then to show

a proper ideal A is equal to its kernel A*, it suffices by Theorem 3, to show

that if xEiA*, then i?(x) C A or, equivalently, A: (x) = R. Since R is a

u-domain, it is even sufficient to show A: (x) is contained in no proper prime

ideal of R. We know that A: (x) is contained in no minimal prime ideal of

A [10, Theorem 9, p. 738], and also that A < A: (x). To obtain the desired

conclusion then we need only show that if M is a maximal ideal of R con-

taining a prime ideal P such that M > PDA, then A:(x) (\_M. This

follows because xE;A*Ç/P so that by Theorem l(d') 0 = x/re for some

m (zzR — M.  Consequently,  m E A: (x) — M.  This completes the proof.

Theorem 5. A u-ring R satisfies (*) if and only if for p (zzP, a nonmaximal

proper prime ideal of R, p E:pP-

Proof. We first show that a u-ring R satisfying (*) has the property

described. Thus if M is a maximal ideal containing P, Theorem 1 (d) implies

p = mp for some m Ç£M. If r E R — M, then we have (r — rm)p = 0. Thus

if A is the annihilator of p, A <T_M. This implies P + A has no maximal

ideal divisors. Then by Theorem 2(a), P-\- A = R. Therefore m = q + a

where q£P, aE;A. Then p = mp = qp + ap = qp and p ^pP as asserted.

Conversely, ifp (EpP whenever p is an element of the nonmaximal prime

ideal P, then to show R satisfies (*) we need only show that R has dimension

less than or equal to one by Theorem 1. We suppose there exists a chain

P <Q <M < R of prime ideals of R. If q (EQ — P, then by hypothesis

q = sq for some s E Q. If then t E R - Q, (t - ts)q = 0 so that (t - is) E P

C Q and t E Q since ts E Q- This contradiction shows that R has dimension

^ 1.
Theorem 5 shows that if A is an ideal of a u-ring R satisfying (*) such

that A is contained in a nonmaximal prime ideal P, then A = PA. This is

the first step in the fulfillment of condition (F) in u-rings satisfying (*).

More generally, we have

Theorem 6. If the u-ring R satisfies (*), if A,B, and P are ideals of R, P

a prime ideal, such that A < P < B, then A = BA.
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Proof. If P is maximal, B = R and the conclusion follows from Theorem 3.

If P is nonmaximal, Theorem 5 shows that Theorem 6 holds.

2. Rings in which condition (F) holds.

Definition. A ring R is said to satisfy condition (F) if whenever A and P

are ideals of R such that P is prime and A < P, then there exists an ideal

B of R such that A = PB. (Condition (F) has been considered by Asano

in [2, Theorem 2, p. 85] and by Mott in [19].)

Theorem 7. Suppose D is an integral domain in which condition (F) holds.

If D = D2,D is a Dedekind domain. If D ^ D2, then every nonzero ideal of

D is a power of D. (By [A], D is the unique maximal ideal of a rank one discrete

valuation ring with residue field GF(p) for some prime integer p.)

Proof. We first show that D is Noetherian. To do this, it suffices to show

that if P is a prime ideal of D, then P has a finite basis [3, Theorem 2,

p. 29]. This we proceed to do. If P is principal, P has a finite basis. If P

is not principal, and if p is a nonzero element of P, then (p) < P so that

(p) = PA for some ideal A of D. Therefore P is invertible, and consequent-

ly, P has a finite basis.

If then D = D2, D is an integral domain with unit [2, Lemma 3, p. 86 ],

and is therefore a Dedekind domain [20, p. 234].

IfD^D2 and A is a nonzero proper ideal of D, we wish to show A is a

power of D. Because D is Noetherian, it suffices to prove this under the

assumption that every proper divisor of A in D is a power of D. By hy-

pothesis, there exists an ideal B of D such that A = DB. Because D is a

Noetherian integral domain without unit, B > A so that B = Dk for some

integer k. Therefore A = Dk+l and our proof is complete.

From Theorem 7, we immediately obtain:

Corollary 1. If P is a prime ideal of a ring R satisfying condition (F),

then every ideal of R/P may be expressed as a product of prime ideals.

Theorem 8. If P is a prime ideal of a ring R satisfying condition (F), if

B EP, and if A is a proper divisor of P in R, then B = AB and hence

B G fi B°_iAn.  In particular, BeC\ „lifi".

Proof. We first show that P = PA. Thus if M is a prime ideal properly

containing P, then P = MC for some ideal C of R. Since P is prime and

P < M, C E P E C, C = P, and P = MP. Now A/P is a nonzero ideal of

the domain R/P. By Corollary 1, A/P = ]JU(P,/P) = [fllS-i^i) + PVP
for some collection {PhP2, ■ ■ -,Pt\ of prime ideals properly containing P.

Hence A = (UUP.) + P and AP = ({[U^;) P + P2 = P + P2= P by
what we have just shown previously.

Now if B <P,B = PD for some ideal D of R so that B = (AP)D = A(PD)
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= AB. It follows that for B C P, B = AB = A2B = ■ • •, and consequently,

scflr^A".
Lemma 3. // A is an ideal of a ring S such that there are no ideals properly

between A and A2, then the only ideals between A and A" are A,A2,---,An.

Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume A" = (0). If A > A2,

it is well known that for a positive integer i, there are no ideals properly

between A' and AI+1. Hence if x E A' - A'+1, then A' = Ai+1 + (x) so that

inÄ/(x), A'/(x) = [A/(x) ]'= [A/ix) ]'+1= ••• = [A/(x) ]" = A"+ (x)/(x)

= (x)/(x). Hence A'= (x). This implies Lemma 3.

Theorem 9. If a ring R satisfies condition (F), then R satisfies (*).

Proof. We suppose Q is an ideal of R such that \/Q = P is prime. If P = R,

Q is primary. If P < R, we suppose Q is not primary so that for some

pEP- Q, rER-P, prEQ. We let A = Q+ ip)P. Then p £A since
otherwise we would have p =qpiQ) for some q EP- Hence p =qp =q2p =

... = qnp m 0(Q) for some integer re, contrary to the assumption that p £ Q.

Hence p^A, but then by Theorem 8, A -f (p) = [A + ip)][P + (r) ] C

A 4- ip)P+ ipr) CA, a contradiction. Hence Q is primary for P.

Theorem 10. If R is a nonidempotent ring satisfying condition (F), then

every nonzero ideal of R is a power of R.

Proof. If r ER — R2, then there is no ideal A of R such that (r) = RA

so that (r) < R; that is, Ä = (r) and there are no ideals properly between

R and R2.

If r is nilpotent, then Rk = (0) for some integer k. If 73 is an ideal of R,

then Rk EB ER, and Lemma 3 implies £ is a power of R.

If r is not nilpotent, then from Theorems 1, 2, and 9, we see that R is a

domain. The desired conclusion then follows from Theorem 7.

Theorem 10 determines the structure of nonidempotent rings satisfying

condition (F). If R is an idempotent ring satisfying condition (F) and if r

is a nonzero element of R, (r) = fi(r) so that r = xr for some x ER- Because

r s¿ 0, x is not nilpotent and if R is a domain, x is even an identity element

of R. In either case, Theorem 1 implies R is a u-ring. By Theorem 3, RA = A

for each ideal A of R. This implies that if A and B are relatively prime

ideals of R, then A nB = [A n#]ñ = [A fïB] [A + ß]= AiA f)B)
+ B(A flß) C A/3 C A nß so that A Piß = A/3. These remarks will be

useful as we consider idempotent rings satisfying condition (F). We first

determine some additional properties of idempotent rings satisfying con-

dition (F). Lemmas 4 and 5 and Theorem 11 represent generalizations of

Mott's results in [ 19 ] to the case of a ring without identity.

Lemma 4. // R is an idempotent ring satisfying condition (F), if P is a
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prime ideal of R, and if A is an ideal of R such that A C P" for some non-

negative integer n, then there exists an ideal B of R such that A = PnB.

Proof. We use induction on n, the conclusion being true for n = 1 and

n = 0 by hypothesis and by our earlier observation that C = RC for each

ideal C of P. If the conclusion holds for n = k and if A G Pk+\ then A = BPk
for some ideal B. If Pk = Pk+l then A = BPk+l. If Ph+l < Pk, then Pk+1 is

P-primary because R is a u-ring satisfying. (*). Since BPhCPk+1 and Pk

<tPk+\B C P and B = PC for some ideal C of R. Thus A = P*+1C.

Lemma 5. If M is a maximal ideal of the idempotent ring R satisfying con-

dition (F), and if the powers of M properly descend, then P = \\^XM" is a

prime ideal.

Proof. If x,y GP — P, then we may choose integers k and m such that

xGM*- Mk+\ yEMm- Mm+l. By Lemma 4, there exists ideals B and

C of R, neither of which is contained in M, such that (x) «= MkB and

(y) = MmC. Now (xy) = Mm+kBC,Mm+k (tMm+k+l and PC (UM. Thus xy

is not contained in the primary ideal Mm+k+l and hence is not in P. This

proves that P is a prime ideal.

Theorem 11. If Q is a primary ideal of the idempotent ring R satisfying

condition (F), then Q is a power of its radical.

Proof. We let P = \/Q- If P = fi, then Q = P because R is a u-ring. If P

is a nonmaximal proper ideal, then Q = P by Theorem 1. If P is a maximal

ideal of P, we consider two cases:

Case 1. If Q C H ,_iP", then Lemma 5 implies that P" = P"+1 for some

positive integer n. If then x G P", Lemma 4 implies (x) = P"B = P^B

= P"(x) so that x = tx for some f G P*. Since f G Q for some integer r,

i^i'xÇQ also, and Q = P".
Case 2. There exists an integer n such that Q C P", Q Ç *>"+1- Then

Q = P"C for some ideal C (£P by Lemma 4. Since Q is primary for P, P"

CQCFand Q = P".

Theorem 12. Let R be a ring satisfying condition (F). In R the following

conditions hold:

(i) R satisfies (*),

(ii) every primary ideal of R is a prime power, and

(iii) if P is a proper prime ideal of R and if the ideal A and the positive

integer n are such that A C Pn, A (£ P"+1, then there exists an element y G

R- P such that Pn = A:(y).

(Condition (iii) resembles what Krull calls "Qu-Bedingung für i.K.I."

in [12].)

Proof. Properties (i) and (ii) hold in R by Theorems 9, 10 and 11. Property
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(iii) is trivially true by Theorem 10 if fi ¿¿ R2. We proceed to show (iii) holds

if R = R2.

Since P" 9¿ Pn+\P is a maximal ideal. By Lemma 4, A = PnB for some

ideal B such that B <£P. Now Pn-l(ZPn and P" is P-primary. Therefore

P"_1P (HP" and in particular, Pn lB > A. If C is the ideal generated by

the set B- (Pf]B), then clearly P = (P O P) + C. But P is maximal and

P <£ P so that P O P = PP. Hence P = PP + C and we have A
< Pn \PB + C) = PnB + Pn~'C = A + PniC. This implies there exists

yGP-P such that P^'yCA. Since y EB - P,Pn EA:(y) EP. It
follows that A : (y) has radical P and is therefore a power of P by (i) and

(ii). But by choice of y.P""1 <£ A: (y). Consequently, Pn= A:(y).

Corollary 2. If P is a prime ideal of a ring R satisfying condition (F),

there are no ideals properly between P and P2.

Proof. Suppose P2 EA EP- Then A has radical P and is therefore pri-

mary for P. Consequently, A is a power of P so that A = P or A = P2.

Theorem 13. A ring S in which conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Theorem 12

hold is an AM-ring.

Proof. Since (i) is valid in S, Theorem 1 applies. Thus if S is not a u-ring,

Theorem 1 implies each nonzero ideal of S has radical S, is therefore pri-

mary for S, and hence is a power of S.

If S is a u-ring, then Theorem 1 implies S has dimension less than two

and the only ideal primary for a nonmaximal prime ideal P of S is P itself.

Further, SA = A for each ideal A of S by Theorem 3. To show then that

S is an AM-ring, it suffices to show that if A and B are ideals of S such that

(0) < A <B <S, then A = PC for some ideal C of S. Because (i) holds

in S, every ideal of S is equal to its kernel. Consequently, it suffices to pro-

duce an ideal C of S such that A and PC have the same kernels. This we

proceed to do.

If ¡P„ }aET is the collection of minimal prime ideals of A, then by (ii) for

each a G T we may choose integers na and ma such that (1) P"° is the

isolated primary component of B belonging to Pa if P„ ~) B, and na = 0 if

P« ]) B, (2) P™a is the isolated primary component of A belonging to P„

and (3) ma ^ na for a ET. We set C = H^tP»"'""- It is then clear that

PC G A EC. Using this and the fact that A < P, we can show that [Pa]

is the set of minimal primes of PC. Hence for each a G T, we may choose

an integer ta ^ ma such that Pa" is the isolated primary component of PC

belonging to P„. To complete the proof we need only show that P™a = P*°

for each a ET.

If P? = Pmaa+l it is clear that P? = P'aa. If P? * P?+1 then Pa is maxi-

mal because of (i). By (iii), there exists y ES — Pa such that Pi" = A: (y).

If ßET, ß^a, then we have P^(y) E P?, P„m"C ̂ so that y G P?.
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Hence y Efl^0P7= A'C/3'= fl^P? and A'CC'= fl^P?^,
but y £ Pa. This implies B = PnaaB' (if P„ 3) P, P„"° = S, B' = B, and P

= P""B', while if P„ DP, then P"" and P' are relatively prime since Pa is

maximal, and consequently P"aP' = Pnaa OB' = P). Similarly, C

= p»«-«„c, Therefore BC=PmaaB'C where P'C £P„. It follows that

PC C Pô", BC £ P?+1 so that Pa"" = P« as we wished to show.

Remark. Condition (iii) of Theorem 12 is equivalent, in rings satisfying

(i) and (ii), to the following condition:

(iv) If P is a minimal prime ideal of an ideal B, if P" is the isolated pri-

mary component of B belonging to P, and if P" ?¿ Pn+1, then P does not

contain the intersection of the remaining isolated primary components of P.

Thus, a ring R is an AM-ring if and only if (i), (ii), and (iv) hold in R.

For rings with unit, this result was proved by Mott in [19].

Condition (i) and (ii) of Theorem 12 may be replaced by a single con-

dition in the case of a u-ring. The proof of the following theorem uses ex-

tensively the results of [21, pp. 221-228].

Theorem 14. Condition (i) and (ii) of Theorem 12 hold in the u-ring S if

and only if given a proper prime ideal P of S, SP is a Dedekind domain or a

special primary ring.

Proof. We first suppose (i) and (ii) hold in 5 and that P is a proper prime ideal

of S. If T = S — P^if Ap is the set of elements x of_S such that xt = 0 for

some t ET, and if T is the_set of_ residue classes t of S = S/AP, where t ET,

then by definition, SP = Sf= SP. If P is nonmaximal, then Theorem 1

implies AP= P and SP is a field. If P is maximal and properly contains a

nonmaximal prime ideal P', then A P = P' by Theorem 1 so that SP is a one-

dimensional integral domain with unit. Every nonzero proper ideal is there-

fore primary for the unique maximal ideal of SP. But we can easily see that

(ii) holds in SP whenever it holds in S. Consequently, every nonzero proper

ideal of SP is a power of the unique maximal ideal of SP. It follows that SP

is a Dedekind domain. Finally, if P is maximal and minimal, then AP is

P-primary. From (ii), AP= P" for some integer re. This implies that SP

S S/P", so that SPis a primary ring in which every primary ideal is a power

of its radical; that is, SP is a special primary ring.

Conversely, if each SP is a Dedekind domain or a special primary ring,

if P is a nonmaximal proper prime ideal of S, and if M is a maximal ideal

containing P, then S m has dimension greater than zero and is therefore a

Dedekind domain. This implies S has dimension less than two. Moreover,

P= AM so that S satisfies (*) by Theorem l(d'). To prove (ii) it suffices,

in view of Theorem l(d"), to prove that if Q is primary for the maximal

ideal M, Q is a power of M. This follows immediately from the fact that

powers of M are M-primary and that every primary ideal of SM is a prime

power.
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We proceed to find another equivalence to (i) and (ii) of Theorem 12 in

u-rings, but first we need the following lemma.

Lemma 6. If D is a domain in which every ideal with prime radical is a

prime power, then nonzero proper prime ideals are maximal.

Proof. Let Pi be a nonzero proper prime ideal of D and suppose p G Pi-

Then if P is a minimal prime of (p), let Q, be the isolated P-primary com-

ponent of (p1). Clearly Q, DQi+i for each integer i. In fact, Q, > Qi+X be-

cause p1 G Qi and p1 G Qi+i- Since every ideal with prime radical is a prime

power, we see that Qi = P"' where n¿ > ni+x for each i. Therefore, there is

an integer k > 1 such that P* is P-primary and P*"1 > P*. Suppose yE

pk-i _ pk and a e D _ p  Since pk is p.primary   ay £ pk so that pk <

Pk+ iay) CP*1'1. Since the radical of P*4- iay) is P, we see that Pk +

(ay) = P*"1. Thus y EPk + (ay) and, as a consequence, y = q + ray + nay

where q EPk,r ED and n is an integer. If d ED, to prove P is a maximal

ideal, it suffices to show d E P + (a) • It follows that dy = dq + dray + dnay

so that y(d — dra — dna) = dq E Pk- Since P* is P-primary and y G Pk it

follows that d — dra — dnaEP and consequently (¡£P+(a). Hence P

is maximal. Since Pi D P, Pi = P, and Pi is maximal.

Theorem 15. Conditions (i) and (ii) o/ Theorem 12 /io/d tn i/ie u-ring S

if and only if every ideal with prime radical is a prime power.

Proof. Clearly (i) and (ii) imply that every ideal with prime radical is a

prime power. Suppose then that every ideal with prime radical is a prime

power. We wish to show that S satisfies (*). By Lemma 6, it follows that

the dimension of S is less than two. If S is zero-dimensional, then S satis-

fies (*) by Theorem 1. It suffices to show S satisfies (*) under the assump-

tion that S is one-dimensional. If 5 is a domain, then by Theorem 2, S

contains an identity and hence powers of a maximal ideal are primary so

that in this case S satisfies ( *). Assume then that nonmaximal prime ideals

of S are nonzero. It suffices by Theorem 14, to show that SP is either* a

Dedekind domain or a special primary ring for each proper prime ideal P

of S. We note that every ideal of SP with prime radical is a prime power,

since this is true in S. In particular, if P is a minimal prime ideal of S, then.

SP is a ring with only one prime ideal and every ideal of SP is a power of

this prime ideal; that is, SP is a special primary ring. If P is not minimal,

let P' be a minimal prime contained in P. It is straightforward to show that

P'= Mr=iPn by considering the one-dimensional u-domain S/P'. Thus

P' is the unique prime ideal properly contained in P, and SP is a one-

dimensional u-ring1 containing only two prime ideals. Consequently, every

ideal of Sphas prime radical and hence, is a power of a prime ideal. It follows

from [ 2, Theorem 1, p. 83 ] that SP is a finite direct sum of Dedekind domains

and special primary rings. Since SP is one-dimensional and contains a unique
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maximal ideal, it follows that SP is a Dedekind domain. The proof of the

theorem is complete.

Remark. If P is an idempotent ideal of an AM-ring R and if A E B,

then A = AP because B = B2 and if A < P, then A = PC = P2C = PA.

In particular, an idempotent AM-ring is a multiplication ring.

By Theorem 10, if R is a nonidempotent AM-ring, then the only idem-

potent ideal of R is (0). Thus an AM-ring containing a nonzero idempotent

ideal is an idempotent ring and hence is a multiplication ring.

Based on our previous results, we are now able to give simple proofs to

two theorems of Mori which give characterizations of idempotent multipli-

cation rings in two important special cases. First we need the following

lemma.

Lemma 7. // A and B are ideals of an AM-ring R such that A <B and B

is idempotent, then there exists an idempotent element b EB — A. Therefore,

in an AM-ring idempotent ideals are generated by idempotent elements.

Proof. If y EB — A, then (y) = (y)P so that y = xy for some x EB.

Since y £ A, no power of x is in A. Thus if C is the ideal of nilpotent ele-

ments of P, then C<P. We let M= [C:(x)]p,P and N = [C:M]OB.

lfm = rx + txEM O ix), where t is an integer, then /re2 E C so that m EC.

Similarly, if m = nE M O N, then n2 EC and again re E C. Therefore,

MOix)EC=MoN.
For some ideal D of R, (x) = D[C + (x) + M] = DB[C + (x) + M].

Now DBM Eix) OM EC so that DB E N. Thus (x) C C + N(x) or
x as nxiQ for some re EN. This implies (re — re2) x E C so that re — re2 EN

OM = C. Consequently (re — re2)*= 0 for some k or re*= ure2*. It follows

that vnk is an idempotent element of P. If vnk EA, then re* EA also. Since

x =re*x(Q, we would then have xEA + C so that for some integer r,

xr EA. This is contrary to what we observed earlier about x. Thus vnh £ A.

We now prove a theorem due to Mori [18, Theorem 8, p. 9].

Theorem 16. Are indecomposable multiplication ring R with identity is

either a Dedekind domain or a special primary ring.

Proof. Because R is indecomposable, 0 and 1 are the only idempotent ele-

ments of R. By Lemma 7, (0) and R are the only idempotent ideals of R.

Suppose P is a maximal ideal of R. If the powers of P properly descend,

then Lemma 5 implies Q= \lñ=yPn is a nonmaximal prime ideal of R.

Since R satisfies (*), Q = Q2 so that Q = (0). It follows that R is an integral

domain with unit satisfying condition (F) and therefore is a Dedekind

domain by Theorem 7. If the powers of P do not properly descend, then

for some integer re > 0, P" = P2n = (0). This implies P is the only proper

prime ideal of R and if A is a proper ideal of R, then P Z)A Z) Pn- By Lemma
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3 and Corollary 2, A is a power of P. Therefore, R is a special primary ring.

The following theorem is also due to Mori [18, Theorem 9, p. 9 ].

Theorem 17. Suppose R is an idempotent AM-ring in which every idem-

potent element may be written as a finite sum of primitive orthogonal idem-

potents. Then Risa direct sum of Dedekind domains and special primary rings.

Proof. By Lemma 7, R contains a nonzero idempotent element. If e ^ 0

is a primitive idempotent of R, then (e) is a direct summand of R and hence

a homomorphic image of R. Because e is primitive, (e) is an indecomposable

AM-ring with unit, and therefore is a Dedekind domain or a special primary

ring by Theorem 16. Hence (0) is the only idempotent proper ideal of (e).

Now suppose A is any idempotent ideal of R not containing (e). If then

P = (e) f]A, then P = B(e) and P = PA because (e) and A are idempotent.

It follows that P = B(e) = BA(e) EB[A p| (e) ] = P2 so that B = P2. As

we have just seen, this implies P = (0) and A + (e) = A © (e). This implies

that if S is an ideal of R maximal with respect to the property that S is a

direct sum of Dedekind domains and special primary rings, then S contains

every primitive idempotent of R and hence every idempotent of R. By

Lemma 7, S = R. This completes the proof of the theorem.

The converse of Theorem 17 is contained in the following result. A

straightforward proof can be given and will be omitted.

Theorem 18. Suppose {Ra \aGT is a collection of idempotent AM-rings and

R = £ © Ra. Then R is again an idempotent AM-ring. If each Ra is indecom-

posable, then every idempotent element of R is a finite sum of primitive or-

thogonal idempotents.

An idempotent Noetherian ring contains an identity e and e is a finite

sum of primitive orthogonal idempotents. In view of this fact, we obtain:

Corollary 3. A Noetherian ring R is a multiplication ring if and only

if R is a finite direct sum of Dedekind domains and special primary rings.
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